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Abbreviation: CH4, methane; CO2, carbon dioxide; EC, eddy 
covariance; GC-FID, gas chromatography fitted flame ionization 
detector; GHG, greenhouse gases; H2O, water; IR, infrared radiation; 
IRGA, infra red gas analyzer; N2O, nitrous oxide; PAR, photo 
synthetically active radiation; UV, ultra violet radiation

Introduction
The Earth receives short wave radiation (UV, visible, and near 

IR) and emits back the long wave radiation (thermal infrared). Most 
of these thermal radiation emitted by earth surface is absorbed by 
the atmospheric green house gases (GHGs) and is reradiated in all 
direction. This natural phenomenon of radiation trapping is known 
as greenhouse effect and it is responsible for increasing earth’s 
temperature.1 The earth’s surface is naturally warmed by solar 
energy as it receives directly. However, with the industrial revolution 
particularly in ninetieth century, a huge amount of GHGs are being 
emitted annually to the atmosphere due to industrial activities, fossil 
fuel combustion, widespread deforestation, burning of biomass, 
land-use change and land management practices.1 This phenomenon 
of increasing GHGs concentration worries the global scientific 
community, because it would increase the average earth surface 
temperature beyond 15°C. This phenomenon is popularly termed as 
‘enhanced greenhouse effect. To distinguish enhanced greenhouse 
effect from the natural greenhouse effect has been taking place for 
centuries. Most of anthropogenic emission of GHGs comes from 
industrial activities, besides this intensive agriculture and change in 
land use also contributed significantly to GHGs emission.2–6 The carbon 
dioxide (CO2) is important and main GHG contributing to global 
warming, which is principally emitted as a result of anthropogenic 
activity. The global atmospheric concentrations of CO2, methane 
(CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) have increased markedly due to 
human activities.7 This is really important to estimate the net warming 
potential of GHG emission from agriculture.8,9 In this context eddy 
covariance flux tower could be a very useful technology. 

Greenhouse gas emission and its measurement

 For the quantification of GHGs sources and sinks, the 
measurements of GHGs are essential. Two methods are being used 
to measure GHG emission from soils namely soil chambers (closed 
chamber technique) and micro-meteorological technique (Figure 
1). Till now the closed chamber techniques is the most popular and 
preferred method used for GHG measurement from the agricultural 
soils. In this, emissions of gases from soil are usually determined by 
measuring the short-term buildup emitted gas in a closed chamber 
placed over the soil surface. This restricts the volume of air exchange 
across the covered surface. Any net emission or uptake of gas from 
soil is measured as a change in its concentration. On the other hand 
the Micrometeorological method measures the vertical concentration 
gradients of the gas using eddies covariance.10 Now a day the eddy 
covariance technique is being preferred over the close chamber due 
to higher precision and its ability to measure continuous flux over 
large agricultural area.11 Eddy covariance based GHG flux tower gives 
the continuous measurement over larger area with detail information 
on short-term variation of flux, having high precision with high 
sampling rate and short response time. Whereas, the closed chambers 
measurements of greenhouse gas flux are short term measurements 
and are restricted to a limited area of measurement. The major demerit 
of eddy covariance flux tower over close chamber technique is its high 
cost (Table 1).

Eddy covariance flux tower

Eddy covariance flux: Flux is the total amount of air moves through 
a unit area in a unit time and it is the mean product of the vertical wind 
speed and the value of the property. It depends on several properties 
viz. crossing area, size of area of interest being crossed and time 
takes to cross the interest. The accuracy of eddy covariance depends 
on several factors and it is most accurate in steady atmosphere, 
homogenous underlying vegetation and when it is situated on flat 
terrain.
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Abstract

Anthropogenic activities have released huge amounts of greenhouse gases namely 
carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide into the atmosphere. Buildup of greenhouse 
gases into the atmosphere causing climate change and it result in several dangerous 
effects to ecosystems functioning, human health and welfare. Over the past century 
we witnessed faster changing climate and it is going to be faster, if proper measures 
for its mitigation is not adopted. For effective mitigation of anthropogenic emission of 
these Greenhouse gases, it is really important to know the current total GHG emission 
and that is to at precisely. For measurements of GHGs emission two techniques are 
common namely closed chamber techniques and eddy covariance techniques. Till 
today, the closed chamber technique is the most popularly used. In this, emissions 
of gases from soil are usually determined by closed chamber placed over the soil 
surface, which restricts the volume of air exchange across the covered surface. Eddy 
covariance flux tower is the micrometeorological method which continuously measures 
the vertical concentration gradients of the gases. The present article is focused on the 
measurement of GHGs using eddy covariance flux tower and its importance over the 
closed chamber techniques.
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Principle of Eddy covariance: Eddy covariance requires 
measurements of 3-dimensional (3D) wind speed and gas 
concentration. Air flow is imagined as a horizontal flow of several 
rotating eddies, which are, turbulent vortices of various sizes, with 
each eddy having both horizontal and vertical components. These 
vertical components can be measured from the tower (Figure 2). Air 
flow can be pictured as a horizontal flow of eddies, as 3D structures 
bringing different properties of surface and environmental (partial gas 
concentration, temperature and humidity) with them. For accurate 
determination of the air flux the high speed and precision instruments 
are most critical for rapid measurement of all the small changes in the 
air samples.

Physical meaning of the eddy covariance method: Suppose on an 
eddy covariance tower, at point-1 and time-1, the eddy-1 moves the 
parcel of air c-1 down at the speed of w-1. Then, at point-2 and time-2, 
the eddy-2 moves parcel of air c-2 up at the speed of w-2.13 Each air 
parcel moves having gas concentration, temperature, and humidity. 
The air flux can be calculated by knowing these factors, along with 
the known speed of air. Therefore, vertical flux can be presented as a 
covariance of the vertical wind velocity and the concentration of the 
entity of interest.13

Components of eddy covariance system: The important components 
of the eddy covariance flux tower are mentioned in Figure 1B. It 
has three dimensional sonic anemometers which measure the wind 
direction and its speed. Is has sensors for nitrous oxide (N2O) methane 
(CH4) carbon dioxide (CO2) and water vapor (H2O) along with sensors 
for measurements incoming and outgoing, short wave and long wave 
radiation and photo synthetically active radiation (PAR). Other sensors 
for measurement of air temperature, relative humidity and heat flux 
are also the important. The sensors for soil moisture and temperature 
measurement can be installed at varying depths of 0-90cm to monitor 
soil moisture and temperature from different depth of soils. A rain 
gauge is also associated to measure the precipitation. All data from 
the sensors are stored in the data logger and also in the flash card 
which can be replaced after transferring the data to the computer. The 
flash card should be formatted once the data is transferred. The eddy 
covariance requires continuous power supply for uninterrupted day 
night operation. To fulfill this requirement solar panels are installed 
in field on the flux tower tripod that charge the battery. The system 
operates on 5-20Hz frequency measuring data point of the different 
parameters 5-20times in 1second.

Calculation of fluxes: The three dimensional wind speeds from 
sonic anemometer and other variables, usually gas concentration, 
temperature or momentum are decomposed into mean and fluctuating 
components. By finding the covariance between the vertical wind speed 
fluctuations with fluctuation in temperature, humidity, carbon dioxide, 
methane, sensible and latent heat etc., fluxes of these variables are 
determined.14–16 The covariance is calculated between the fluctuating 
component of the vertical wind and the fluctuating component of gas 
concentration. The Eddy Covariance is a non-destructive, continuous 
technique for automatic measurement of GHGs fluxes, moisture and 
heat from large area at very short-term intervals. The eddy covariance 
flux tower is mathematically complex, and requires significant 
care in setting up and processing data. The Corrections for density 
fluctuations,16 are required to perform for variations in temperature 
and water vapor. The coordinate rotation correction is carried out by 
following Kaimal et al.14 Sonic temperature correction for humidity 
was applied as per Van Dijk et al.17 The time lag compensations due 

to the sensor separations between sonic anemometer and gas sensor 
were applied as per Fan et al.18 The quality control of eddy covariance 
flux data is further required.19 The flux footprint (measurement of 
the cumulative normalized contribution to the surface flux from the 
upwind location) can also be check.20 This EC technique also allows 
for direct measurement of scalar and energy fluxes at the surface, and 
is the chief flux data collection method utilized by many continental-
scale networks such as Ameri Flux, Euro Flux, Fluxnet Canada, Oz 
Flux, and Asia Flux. Data from EC stations can be used to quantify 
annual carbon and water balances from an ecosystem on a watershed 
scale, and such data can be utilized for flux measurement, model 
parameterization, remote sensing and ground-truth comparisons 
for regional models.21 Eddy covariance can be deployed for long 
periods of time to evaluate and predict annual ecosystem responses. 
Such topics are incredibly relevant to building a foundation for the 
mutual well-being of the environment and its inhabitants. As the 
exchange of energy and mass between the surface and the atmosphere 
is a fundamental process that controls the environment in which life 
operate. The complex nature of this transport is essential to understand, 
and such data presents countless opportunities for assessing ecosystem 
productivity, sustainability, or other important environmental topics.

Comparison between closed chamber and eddy covariance: 
There are several techniques for GHGs measurement from field and 
depending upon goal of study and available resources, one can chose 
suitable technique. Two important techniques for GHGs measurements 
are a) closed chamber techniques and b) eddy covariance flux 
techniques (Figure 1A) (Figure 1B). The scale of measurement, 
relative advantages and limitations of close chamber techniques in 
comparison of eddy-covariance are presented in Table 1.22

Figure 1A Close Chamber [Source: 12].
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Figure 1B Eddy Covariance technique [Source: 10].

Figure 2 Air flow in the atmospheric boundary layer.13

Table 1 Comparison of different measuring techniques to determine GHG 
emission

Parameters Closed chamber 
techniques

Eddy covariance 
techniques

Scale of 
measurement

Small Large

Area of 
measurement <1 m2 >100

Analyzer GC-FID IRGA

Advantage

Useful for measurement 
of small flux

No or minimum 
distribution

No or limited energy 
required

Can measure ecosystem  
basis fluxes

Good for short duration 
collection sampling periods

Useful for diurnal and 
seasonal variations

Low manufacturing cost

Parameters Closed chamber 
techniques

Eddy covariance 
techniques

Disadvantage

Build up gases 
concentrations 
in chamber

No or minimum  
distribution

Alter the atmospheric Temp. 
and pressure which may 
inhibit the normal emission 
rate of soil

High initial cost and data 
analysis is difficult

Labour costly
Required continuous 
energy supply

High level of assumption 
and correction

Dependence on  
atmospheric conditions

Conclusion
The eddy covariance flux tower provides the both quantitative and 

qualitative data continuous basis data that is to with high accuracy 
and less uncertainty. However, it is comparatively costly technique 
and required skill person for its operation and data recording than the 
closed chamber technique.
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